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ABSTRACT

Previously, I asked forgiveness from Allah SWT. Here I am trying to open the veil that covers the 
secret of what is the reason after the Prophet Muhammad saw saw Jibril, no more humans around 
the world are met or visited by angels, from the point of view of the molecular structure of nucleic 
acid or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

There are several verses in the Qur'an that write down the problem of what was the reason that after 
the Prophet Muhammad saw saw Jibril, no human in the whole world was met or visited by angels, 
namely the verses:

"The paradise of 'Adn which they enter together with the righteous from their fathers, wives and 
offspring, while the angels enter their places from all doors; (Ar Ra'd: 13:23)

 
"And each one came, with him an angel of escort and an angel of witness. (Qaf: 50: 21)

 
"O you who believe, protect yourselves and your families from a hell fire whose fuel is people and 
stones; its guardians are angels who are harsh, harsh, and do not disobey Allah in what He 
commands them and always do what is commanded. (At Tahrim : 66: 6)

"By the one who plucks out loudly, (An Naazi´aat: 79: 1)

"and who plucks gently, (An Naazi´aat: 79: 2)

"... if We made the apostle an angel, We would certainly have made him a man... (Al An'aam: 6: 
9)

"Allah holds the soul when it dies and the soul that has not died in its sleep; so He holds the soul 
which He has appointed death and He releases another soul until the appointed time. Verily in 
that are signs of Allah's power for a people who think (Az Zumar : 39: 42)

"So when I have perfected the event and I have breathed into it My spirit; then you should fall 
down prostrating to it." (Shaad: 38:72)

"When I have perfected the event, and have breathed into it my spirit, then submit to it prostrating
yourself (Al Hijr: 15: 29)

"And verily We have created man and know what his heart whispers, and We are nearer to him 
than his jugular vein." (Qaf: 50:16)

"... We made the apostle an angel... a man... (Al An'aam: 6: 9)

"Say: "The angel of death entrusted to you will kill you, then only to your Lord you will be 
returned." (As Sajdah: 32:11)

"What if the angels took their lives while beating their faces and their backs? (Muhammad: 47: 
27)



"By the one who plucks out loudly (An Naazi´aat: 79:1)

"and who plucks gently (An Naazi´aat: 79: 2)

“Then He perfected and breathed into him His spirit and He made for you hearing, sight, and 
heart; you are very little grateful.” (As Sajdah: 32: 9)

"Indeed, those who were killed by the angels in a state of persecuting themselves, the angels 
asked: "In what state are you in?" They replied: "We are the oppressed in the land." The angels 
said: "Is not Allah's earth wide, so that you can emigrate in that earth?” For those people the 
place of Hell is Hell, and Hell is the worst place to return to, (An Nisaa ': 4: 97)

"And give good tidings to those who believe and do good, that for them are provided gardens with 
rivers flowing in them. Every time they are given sustenance of fruit in those paradises, they say: 
"This is what was given to them. us first." They are given similar fruits and for them are pure 
wives and they will abide therein (Al Baqarah: 2:25)

"Angels and spirits ascend to God in a day whose measure is fifty thousand years." (Al Ma'aarij: 
70:4)

"So he put a veil from them; then We sent our spirit to him, and he appeared before him a perfect 
human being. (Maryam: 19:17)

"And indeed Our messengers have come to Abraham with good news, they say: 
"Congratulations." Ibrahim replied: "Congratulations," then not long after that Ibrahim served 
roasted calf meat. (Huud: 11: 69)

 
"So when he saw that their hands did not touch him, Ibrahim saw what they were doing and was 
afraid of them. The angel said: "Do not be afraid, indeed we are the ones sent to the people of 
Lut." (Huud: 11:70)

"And if We wish, We have indeed made in your place on earth angels that have been passed down 
from generation to generation. (Az Zukhruf: 43:60)

"And when We said to the angels: "Prostrate yourselves to Adam, then prostrate them except 
Satan. He is from the group of jinn, so he disobeys the command of his Lord. Should you take 
him and his descendants as leaders other than Me, while they are your enemies? It is very bad 
that the devil is a substitute for the wrongdoers. (Al Kahf: 18: 50)

"The messengers said: "O Lut, indeed we are the messengers of your Lord..." (Huud: 11:81)

Where in an effort to open the veil that covers the secret of what is the reason after the Prophet 
Muhammad saw saw Jibril, no more humans around the world are met or visited by angels, I use a 
tool called deoxyribonucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid or the molecular structure of nucleic 
acids.

HYPOTHESES

Here I propose a hypothesis after the Prophet Muhammad saw saw Jibril, no more humans around 
the world are met or visited by angels, because angels and humans are the same, except in 
obedience to Allah and knowledge of the particles of Allah, based on Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA)

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that



form a double helix and which contains polynucleotide macromolecules arranged in
repeatedly from nucleotide polymers. This nucleotide is composed of folate, a 5-carbon sugar
and one of the nitrogenous bases. The nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine(A), Cytocine(C)
and Thymine (T).

Guanine (G) is composed of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 atom oxygen and 5 hydrogen 
atoms. Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytocine (C) 
contains 4 carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) 
contains 5 carbon atoms. 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 
1 phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. The 5-carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms,
2 oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.

ANGELS HAVE NO DIFFERENCE WITH HUMANS, ANGELS HAVE DESCENDANTS 
DEVELOPMENT, UNLESS ANGELS HAVE KNOWLEDGE ABOUT ALLAH'S 
PARTICLES, THAT HUMANS UNTIL THIS MOMENT, DON'T CONTROL IT, AND 
ANGELS ARE COMMANDED BY ALLAH TO TAKE HUMAN LIFE

Now, we are still concentrating on uncovering the secrets contained behind the verse: "... the apostle
is an angel... a man,... (Al An'aam: 6: 9)"... we are messengers of your Lord,...(Huud : 11:81)"...who 
pluck out loudly, (An Naazi´aat: 79: 1)”...who pull out gently, (An Naazi´aat: 79:2) "Angels and spirits 
ascend to God in a day whose measure is fifty thousand years (Al Ma´aarij: 70:4)

Apparently, here Allah has declared that the angel "...a man,...(Al An'aam: 6:9)"...the messenger of 
your Lord,...(Huud: 11:81)"... who plucks out loudly (An Naazi´aat: 79: 1)”...who pulls out gently, (An 
Naazi´aat: 79:2) "...ascends to God in a day the amount of which is fifty thousand years ( Al Ma´aarij : 
70:4)

Well, this is where the difference between angels and humans is, angels are messengers of Allah, 
ordered to take human lives, and have knowledge of controlling Allah's particles which have the 
speed of light 5 475 103 664 604.84 km per second

DUE TO THE DUTY OF ANGELS TO TAKE HUMAN LIFE, THEN ANGELS DON'T 
MEET AND DON'T MAKE HUMANS AS FRIENDS

Now, with the reason that angels are ordered by Allah to take human lives from a distance using 
Allah's particles which have the speed of light of 5 475 103 664 604.84 km per second, then none of
the angels wants to meet and make friends with humans.

Well, because the task and job of angels is to take human lives, no angels make humans as friends.

So, until whenever, since the Prophet Muhammad saw meet Jibril, there will be no more angels who
make humans as friends.

IF ANGELS ARE FRIENDS WITH HUMANS, THEN ANGELS SHOULD ALWAYS GIVE 
RESPECT TO HUMANS

Now, let's unveil the secret behind the verse: "... We say to the angels: " Bow down to Adam, then bow 
down to them... (Al Kahf: 18: 50)

Well, it turns out that Allah has declared that angels must give respect to humans, forever.

This is where the problem for angels is, on the one hand angels must give respect to humans, on the 
other hand angels must take human lives.



With Allah's command to angels to take human lives, either "...pull hard (An Naazi´aat: 79: 1) or "... 
pull out gently (An Naazi´aat: 79: 2) then Angels don't make humans as friends.

Now, it has been revealed, the secret of why humans until now, from the time the Prophet 
Muhammad saw meet Jibril, did not meet angels and were not visited by angels.

CONCLUSION
 
Based on the description above, we can conclude that the secrets contained behind the verse: "... the
apostle is an angel... a man,... (Al An'aam: 6: 9)"... we are messengers of your Lord,...(Huud : 
11:81)"...who pluck out loudly, (An Naazi´aat: 79: 1)”...who pull out gently, (An Naazi´aat: 79:2) "Angels
and spirits ascend to God in a day whose measure is fifty thousand years (Al Ma´aarij: 70:4)

Apparently, here Allah has declared that the angel "...a man,...(Al An'aam: 6:9)"...the messenger of 
your Lord,...(Huud: 11:81)"... who plucks out loudly (An Naazi´aat: 79: 1)”...who pulls out gently, (An 
Naazi´aat: 79:2) "...ascends to God in a day the amount of which is fifty thousand years ( Al Ma´aarij : 
70:4)

Well, this is where the difference between angels and humans is, angels are messengers of Allah, 
ordered to take human lives, and have knowledge of controlling Allah's particles which have the 
speed of light 5 475 103 664 604.84 km per second

Now, with the reason that angels are ordered by Allah to take human lives from a distance using 
Allah's particles which have the speed of light of 5 475 103 664 604.84 km per second, then none of
the angels wants to meet and make friends with humans.

Well, because the task and job of angels is to take human lives, no angels make humans as friends.

So, until whenever, since the Prophet Muhammad saw meet Jibril, there will be no more angels who
make humans as friends.

Now, let's unveil the secret behind the verse: "... We say to the angels: " Bow down to Adam, then bow 
down to them... (Al Kahf: 18: 50)

Well, it turns out that Allah has declared that angels must pay respect to humans, forever.

This is where the problem for angels is, on the one hand angels must pay respect to humans, on the 
other hand angels must take human lives.

With Allah's command to angels to take human lives, either "...pull hard (An Naazi´aat: 79: 1) or "... 
pull out gently (An Naazi´aat: 79: 2) then Angels don't make humans as friends.

Now, it has been revealed, the secret of why humans until now, from the time the Prophet 
Muhammad saw meet Jibril, did not meet angels and were not visited by angels.
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